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!:J"1irahu Valai-1\ Passive Fishing Gear in Ceylon 
K. SAOHITHANANTHAN 1 a.nd A. THEVATHASAN 1 

INTRODUCTION 

There a.re ma.ny types of passive fishing gea.r in use in the estuarine waters and lagoons in 
Ceylon such as the stake seine net or Kattudel, the tat tra.p or Jalcottu and the wing net or Siruhu 
valai. Of these Siraku valai is very popular in the shallow a.nd near shore areas of the seas in north 
Ceylon. Sirah1t valai is popular since it is relatively more economical, less time consuming a.nd more 
efficient than other forms of fishing gear in shallow wa.ters. More over the fishermen do not have to 
remain in the fishing grounds while his gear is fishing. Pearson (1923) described this gear as a 
stake net having a complicated arrangement. Simhu valai is also referred to as Siralcu valai or 
J( u1'ukku valai. 

BASIC STRUCTURE, VARIATIONS AND OPERATION OF THE SIRAHU V ALAI 

Fig. 1 illustrates a. Simhu valai unit. Fig. 2 is a dia.gra.matic representation of the unit 
indicating its structure. The essential feature of the Sir·ahu vctlai is the fencing net constructed with 
the aid of wooden poles. The fencing net forms a barrier or leader ; at the end of the leader are the 
chambers. 

Fig, 1-A Sirahu Valai unit 

Fig. 2-Diagramatic representation of the basic structure of a Sirahu Valai 
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The leader guides fish into spacious catching chambers. There are a minimum of two chambers 
placed one behind the other. The complicated design of the chambers as illustrated in Fig. l prevents 
the fish from escaping. The entrances to these chambers are vertical. The leader ends at the entrance 
to the first chamber. At the region of the leader near the first chamber are two fence nets each of 
them starting at a point close to the entrance of the first chamber and diverging on both sides of the 
leader to form a wing-like structure. They are called the wings or Simhu. 

Fencing Poles 

The wooden poles used in fencing are approximately 25om. in diameter and are never more 
than 4.5 m. in height the minimum height being 2 m. The poles fencing the chambers are placed 
45-80 em. apart. The poles fencing the leader are placedl-2 m. apart.. Ends of the poles are pointed 
to facilitate their being driven into the bottom. 

Fencmg Netting 

Kuralon netting is used in making the fence. Mesh size varies from 11 m. to 15 mm. Nets 
with smaller meshes are used for the chamber and those with large meshes are used for the leader and 
the wing. The height of the netting varies with the depth at which the fences are erected the netting 
always reaching above the level of the water. Coir netting (Madangu) of relatively large meshes are 
woven on to the edges of kuralon netting both on the top and bottom of the .fence. Coir ropes run 
along the edges of the coir netting. Along the lower edge, the coir rope loops regularly at intervals to 
allow the wooden poles to pass th:rough them. The coir rope and the coir netting along the lower edge 
usually lie buried in the sand. 

The Leader ( Veli) 

The length of the leader varies with the area of operation and it may be of any length between 
45 m. and 150m. Depending on the movements of water in the area. of operation there may be more 
than one leader. The mesh size of the netting varies from 12 mm. to 15 mm. 

The Wing (Simhu) 

The wing is relatively short in length and is curved. There is always a pair of wing nets. 
Depending on the region of operation this number may be reduced to one wing net only. The mesh 
size of the netting varies from 13 mm. to 15 mm. 

The Chambers 

The chambers are circular or oval in shape. The circumference varies betweenlO m. and 30m. 
The chambers are constructed to trap the guided fish and concentrate them. Inmost of the Si1·ahu 
Valai there are only two chambers viz. the receiving chamber (Perumkudct) and the concentrating 
chamber (Paddi). The two entrances one for the receiving chamber and the other for the concentrat
ing chamber are generally not along the same axis as the leader. Presence of more than two chamber 
is not infrequent but the maximum number of chambers is four with one chamber leading into the 
other. These intermediate chambers are referred to as Mariclwhak~tda and Vill11,. The chambers 
are always set on the offshore end of t,he leader. The mesh size of the netting varies from 11 mm. to 
13 mm. 

Collecting Net (Kadippu) 

The fish in the concentr~ting chamber is collected by an encircling net called the Kadippu. 
Six wooden poles of equal length are kept parallel at equal distances and a piece of seine net covering 
the space is atta.ched to it. The mesh size of the netting varies from 8 mm. toll mm. The height is 
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usually 2 m. but higher nets are used in deeper waters. The length varies from 2m. to 4 m. Two 
men (Fig. 3) are required to operate this net. Each man holding the last pole on each side enters the 
concentrating chamber. The men encircle the fish in the chamber with the help of the net which 
collapses vertically thus trapping all the fish encircled. This operation is carried out more than once 
to collect all the fish that are concentrated inside the chamber. 

Fig. 3-Two men using the Radippn to collect fish, from inside the Paddi 

Variations in the Basic Pattern 

The general structure described above forms· the basis on which Si1·ahu Valai is const:ruc.ted. 
Variations in the movement and depth of water, the geographical situation of the region of operation, 
are factors influencing the form and structure of Simhu Vala1:. The variations found are mostly in 
regard to the length of leader, the number of leaders, the shape of the leader, the position of wings 
in relation to the leader, the number of wings, the position of chambrrs in relation to one another, 
the position of the entrance to chambers. and the number of chambers. Eight different types are 
listed below and illustrated in Fig. 4. 

Type 1. (Fig. 4a) This type conforms to the basic structure already described. The curving 
of the fence net on one side at the free end region of the leader is the only variation. The entrances 
to the chambers are along the axis of the leader. Area of operation: Trincomalee Harbour, Muttur, 
Puttalam Lagoon, Jaffna Lagoon and its neighbouring areas. 

Type 2. (Fig. 4b). The free end region of the leader is curved to a side .. The concentrating 
chamber is moved towards one side. The fencing net of the wing on the right side is longer than that 
on the left. AJ:ea of opemt1on: Trincomalee Harbour, Muttur, Puttalam Lagoon, Jaffna Lagoon and 
its neighbouring areas. 

Type 3. (Fig. 4c) The free end region of the leader is curved on both sides. The concentrating 
chamber is moved tovvards one side. Area of operation: Trincomalee Harbour, Puttalam Lagoon, 
Jaffna Lagoon and its neighbouring seas. 

Type 4. (Irig. 4cl) ·The free end region of the leader is curved. There are three chambers viz. 
Receiving chamber (Perumlcuda), Intermediate Chamber (Vill1.t), Concentrating Chamber (Raddi). 
The Chambers do not have their entrances along the same axis. Area of operation: Jaffria Lagoon 
and its neighbouring seas. 

Type 5. (Fig. 4e) There are four chambers viz. Receiving Chamber (Pe1'umkuda), Second Cham· 
ber (llia1'ichchulcucla), Third Chamber ( Vill-u), and Concentrating Chamber (Pacldi). Pemmkuda is 
the largest and the Paddi is the smallest of the four chambers. The Chambers are not positioned 
one behind the other. Area of operation: J'affna Lagoon and its neighbouring seas. 
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li'ig. 4-Variations in the basic structure 

'Jlype 6. (Fig. 4f) Two units are joined to form a large single unit. There are two leaders 
running in opposite directions and their free end regions are curved on both sides. There are four 
chambers. Two of them are receiving chambers (Pemn1kuda) each receiving one leader. These two 
receiving chambers open into a common chamber ( Villu) which opens into the concentrating chamber 
(Paddi). One of the wings is absent. Area of operation : Jaffna Lagoon. 

Type '7. (Fig. 4g) Absence of one of the wings. and the cmve in the free end region of the 
leade:t' are the only variations. Area of operation: Trincomalee Harbour. 

Type 8. (Fig. 4h) There are two leaders on the saJme side both of them guiding the fish into the 
same receiving chamber. Area of operation: Jaffna Lagoon. 
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Operation of the S1:1'ah1t Vctla.i 
Operation involves the initial fixing of the unit in the place of operation and regular collection 

of the trapped fish. The place where a unit is operated is called a Padu. Several Simhu. Valai units 
are sometimes operated in close proximitis to each other (Fig 5). The choice of place of operation 
of a padu depends on the wind prevailing, vmter currents, monsoon, phase of the moon and the 
availability of the padu. The catch is high at certa.in well-located pachts. There is acute competition 
among the fishermen to operate their units in these padus. 

The unit is removed for cleaning once a fortnight. Pearson (1923) describes that it is set in one 
place for three clays. The nets are boiled in sea water in large containers. Powdered bark of the 
mangoove plant Rhizophom mucmnata (Kcmdal in Tamil) is added to the boiling water. Tannin in 
the powder imparts a brownish tint to the net. The threa.ds are also stiffened. Addition of the powder 
was introduced during early days when cotton netting was in use. With the advent of synthetic 
fibres Kuralonnetting replaced cotton netting. The povvder is also used foi· preserving the Kuralon 
netting. 

Fig. 5--A series of nets fixecl alongside Pam1ai catu;eway in the Jaffna lagoon 

SIRAHU V ALAI FISHERY IN THE JAFFNA LAGOON 

Simhu Vctlai is operated in the following areas: Jaffna Lagoon and its neighboul'ing shallow 
waters, Koddiyar Bay and Trincomalee Harbour area and Puttalam Lagoon. Table I gives the 
ap~proximate number of units operated in these areas. 

TABLE I 

Approximate Number of Sirahu Valai Units operated in different parts of Ceylon 

Area 

1 J affna Lagoon and neighbouring \Vaters 
2 Kodiyar Bay and Trincomalee Harbour 
3 Pnt,talam Lagoon 

No. of Units 
I,5oo 

100 
5 

Jaffna, Lagoon \vas selcted for special study because of the high concentration of this fishing 
gear in this lagoon. The Jaffna lagoon is a semi-enclosed shallovv water body located in the northern 
part of Ceylon (Fig. 6). The lagoon is very shallow and the depths do not exceed 4 m. The gradient 
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Fig. 7 illustrates the trends in the catch per unit effort for the year. Except for minor 
val'lEFIJions .the general pattern is similar for the foUl' areas. Availability is high during February-July 
and low during Oct.-Dec. Annual variation in surface salinity values of the Jaffna Lagoon (Sachi
thanan·than 1969) closely approximates the varhttioh in the catch per unit effort values suggesting 
that the monsoon and rainfall has a direct influence over the stock denisty in the J affna Lagoon 
are relatively high during April to August and lo~v dming October to February. Closer examination 
indicates that there is a general decline in the values for surface salinity and the catch per unit effort 
during April. This is due to the rainfall in April usua.Ily referred to as " Ohithimi ]( ulapparn " 
(April effect) by the fishermen. The total catch is generally high during the period when surface 
su.linity is high in the J affiia. Lagoon. 

Fishing Intensity 

:Fig. 8 illustrates the Simhu Valai. operations at Ariyalai Bay by a group of fishermen from 
Kaithady--Navatkuly. Number of days of operation in a month and the number of fishermen operating 
in a day in an index ofthe fishing intensity ii1 that area. Fishing intensity is high during January-July 
and low during August-December. Aver~ge daily income of the fishermen at Kaithady Navatkuly 
is higher during the early half of the yea.r than during the latter half of the year. 

Summary 

In Ceylon Simh~t V alai is operated mainly in the J'affna Lagoon. Long leaders guide fish 
into spacious catching chambers. Complicated design of the chambers prevents fish from escaping. 
'Trapped fishes are collected with a collecting net. Eight different types of Simhu Valai are described 
and illustrated. Olenochaet~l.s sp. and Odmnx sp. are the most abundant of the many varietie,:;J of fish 
caught in .the lagoon. Prawns, crabs, cuttle fishes and rays are also caught in this gear. Simhu 
V(tla1: catches in the Jaffna Lagoon are higher during the early haif of the year when the surface 
salinity is higher, than during the lat.ter half of the year when the surface salinity is low. 
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Fig. 7-Annual variations in catch per unit effol't-.,..1968 
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Fig. 8-Sirahn Valai operating at Ariyalai Bay 
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